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0 of 0 review helpful Intensive By Perchance to Dream Alison Palmer s Prodigal Son was an intensive emotional read 
Palmer did a great job bringing us into the devastation caused by the kidnapping of Adam as a baby and the absolute 
turmoil of his return Once I got into the book it was hard to put it down It bothers me somewhat that in this story the 
only psychological help given is by a social worker The Churc When Sarah opens the door the last thing she expects to 
find is a lost piece of her life Fifteen years ago her hopes and dreams were shattered and she thought nothing could be 
worse Now her missing child has been found and her life is about to change again How can she learn to love a son her 
heart has longed for when he seems to be completely unlovable The Prodigal Son introduces a modern version of the 
Biblical parable This engaging story represents an emotional 
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